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Averaging over 30,000 assessments
per week, they are deeply committed
to measuring and sharing the
performance of their students.



19
Schools Supported

11K
Students Supported

2.6M
Assessments Completed

Challenge

Roseville City School District is a K-8 school district that was

looking for a way to increase the visibility of student performance

to those outside the classroom. With the added pressure of

remote learning, they needed something that was not only easy

to use for both students and teachers but was powerful enough

to provide actionable insights about student progress.

Actions
The search for a powerful but easy-to-use tool built for

standards-based grading led Roseville City School District

directly to Otus. They would have the ability to perform

standards-based grading, assessments and integrate third-party

data to get actionable insights on student learning. Another key

factor in choosing Otus was how easy it is to share that

information with both administrators and families so everyone

has real-time information.

Results
Since introducing Otus in 2020, Roseville City School District has

exploded with the amount of data they are collecting and

analyzing. Averaging over 30,000 assessments per week, they are

deeply committed to measuring and sharing the performance of

their students. Through successful implementation of

standards-based grading and collection of high-quality data,

Roseville is well equipped to not only analyze student data but

also act on it in real-time.



Meet Otus
Advanced Analytics
Otus brings all your student data together in one place, allowing you to spend less time
finding relevant data and more time acting on it. Seamlessly access existing data with Otus’
library of third-party data partners like NWEA, iReady and Renaissance. Discover trends in
student populations based on performance, demographic, behavioral or social-emotional
data that allow educators to quickly make data-informed decisions.

Student Performance

To see your students for who they are, look beyond
academic performance.

Item Analysis

See performance on classroom, benchmark, state and
national assessments.

Cohort Analysis

See how students in a cohort move from low to higher
performance targets on the same test over time.

Performance Data

Drill into a single point-in-time to understand the
breakdown of performance for each cohort.



Software with a
growth mindset
K-12 administrators, educators, students and families deal with

disconnected edtech tools every day. Otus minimizes the chaos by

providing one seamless platform to teach, grade, analyze and plan.

Access learning management, assessment, data and progress

monitoring tools in one system, with one login. With Otus, school

leaders can focus on student learning, not technology.

Learn more at otus.com


